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ABSTRACT 

Application of three-dimensional inviscid and viscous (laminar boundary layer) 
analyses for cold wall hypersonic flows over sharp cones at incidence is presented relative 
to experimental data, showing surface upwash angles and entrained vortex formation leading 
to crossflow-induced boundary-layer transition. Three-dimensional neutral inviscid stability 
theory for stationary disturbances is used to calculate the angular orientation of the 
entrained vortices in the boundary layer while a maximum crossflow Reynolds number 
concept is applied for correlation of the onset to vortex formation due to crossflow 
instability. In general, excellent agreement between boundary-layer theory and experiment 
is obtained relative to surface upwash angles. The inviscid stability theory yields reasonable 
estimates for the vortex angular orientation while the correlation of distance to onset 
of vortex formation by a critical maximum crossflow Reynolds number concept is in good 
agreement with previous investigations on swept cylinders and wings under subsonic and 
supersonic conditions. The calculated surface upwash angle and maximum crossflow 
Reynolds number are found to be sensitive to wall temperature effects with the larger values 
of the angle or crossflow Reynolds number occurring with the hotter wall. 
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SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION 

The laminar boundary layer on a sharp cone at incidence is of practical importance 
in several applications, such as high-speed aircraft and lifting reentry vehicles. For lifting 
reentry in particular, a knowledge of the full three-dimensional boundary-layer properties 
is essential for accurately estimating the local heat-transfer and skin-friction distributions 
around the vehicle, including the determination of separated flow regions. In addition, 
information yielding the surface streamline direction of the three-dimensional 
boundary-layer flow is needed in order to ascertain boundary-layer influence on vehicle 
control surfaces. 

Existing flight test data and recent ground test data (Refs. 1, 2, 3, and 4) have 
indicated that boundary-layer transition, as well as spatial distribution of the transition 
front, can have significant effect on the aerodynamic behavior of slender conical reentry 
bodies at incidence. Under certain free-stream conditions for hypersonic flow over a sharp 
cone at incidence, transition from laminar to turbulent boundary-layer flow follows the 
spatial distribution shown below taken from Ref. 4 for a 7.2-deg, half-angle sharp cone 
at free-stream Mach number eight and cold wall conditions. 

3.05 x 10 

Re /ft - 3.79 x 10 

-End of Transition 

In general, with increasing angle of attack the above-indicated transition movement 
undergoes a much more rapid forward progression on the leeward side than the rearward 
progression for the windward side. However, under other free-stream conditions, onset 
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to transition does not occur along the windward ray as indicated above but begins at 
some angular location off the windward ray with the appearance of streamwise-directed 
vortices entrained within the boundary layer (see Ref. 5 for excellent photographic 
documentation of this phenomenon based on hypersonic wind .tunnel tests of a nonablating 
sharp cone at incidence). Additional results from Ref. 5 concerning wind tunnel tests 
of ammonium-chloride ablating cones clearly reveal upwash groove patterns eroded in the 
model surface. These results were interpreted in Ref. 5 to be the result of vortices 
intensifying local heating rates which, as the work by Persen (Refs. 6 and 7) clearly shows, 
is certainly plausible. The upward inclination of the grooves on the ablating cones agreed 
closely with the inclination of the vortex paths measured on the nonablating cones using 
an oil-film technique under similar test conditions. Furthermore, the upward inclination 
of the vortices was considerably less than the inclination of surface streamlines in laminar 
flow but somewhat greater than the calculated inviscid upwash angle at the outer edge 
of the boundary layer. The important point to be gained from the above discussion of 
experimental results is that entrained vortices are formed under certain conditions in the 
three-dimensional laminar boundary layer on a sharp cone at incidence in a hypersonic 
flow under cold wall conditions. This vortex formation apparently signals the onset to 
three-dimensional crossflow-induced transition of the boundary layer from laminar to 
turbulent flow. It should be pointed out that this entrained vortex phenomenon is not 
limited to sharp cone flows but has been observed on spherically blunted cones as well 
(see Ref. 8). 

C        In order to gain some insight into the physical processes causing vortex formation 
) and crossflow-induced boundary-layer transition, an accurate knowledge of the influence 
I   of crossflow effects on the three-dimensional laminar boundary layer is essential. The 
^   mathematical theory of the three-dimensional laminar boundary layer as formulated by 

Moore (Ref. 9) and Hayes (Ref.  10) has been available for about twenty years. Only 
within the past four years, however, have accurate numerical integration techniques utilizing 
high-speed, large-memory digital computers become readily available for application to the 
three-dimensional boundary-layer problem. The reader is referred to the works of Der 
and Raetz (Ref. 11), Cooke (Ref. 12), Hall (Ref. 13), Powers, Niemann, and Der (Ref. 
14), Der (Ref. 15), Dwyer (Refs. 16 and 17), Dwyer and McCroskey (Ref. 18), Krause 
(Ref. 19), Krause, Hirschel, and Bothmann (Refs. 20, 21, and 22), Boericke (Ref. 23), 
Vvedenskaya (Ref. 24), and McGowan and Davis (Ref. 25) for further study concerning 
the available analysis techniques for the complete three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer 
equations. 

The present report will be devoted to application of three-dimensional inviscid and 
laminar viscous analyses for cold wall hypersonic flows over sharp cones at incidence, 
and comparison with experimental data that show upwash angles and entrained vortex 
formation leading to crossflow-induced boundary-layer transition. Three-dimensional 
neutral inviscid stability theory for stationary disturbances is used to calculate the angular 
orientation of the entrained vortices within the boundary layer in conjunction with 
application of a critical maximum crossflow Reynolds number concept for correlation of 
the onset to vortex formation due to crossflow instability. Effects of wall temperature 
on surface upwash angles and maximum crossflow Reynolds numbers are presented relative 
to ground testing of slender cones at incidence under hot wall conditions in hypersonic 
wind tunnels. 
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SECTION II 
ENTRAINED VORTEX FORMATION 

IN THE LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER 

The present study is devoted to analysis of experimental measurements revealing 
formation of entrained vortices in the three-dimensional laminar boundary layers on sharp 
cones at incidence in hypersonic flow. In order to understand physically how and when 
these entrained vortices appear in the laminar boundary layer, the present section is devoted 
to: 

1. Review of recent literature on the cross-hatching phenomenon since the 
formation of entrained vortices in the boundary layer apparently is 
connected with the origin of cross-hatching. 

2. Formulation of three-dimensional neutral inviscid stability theory for 
stationary disturbances with application to the calculation of angular 
direction for stationary vortex orientation in the boundary layer. 

3. Application of the critical maximum local crossflow Reynolds number 
concept to the correlation of onset to vortex formation in the 
three-dimensional laminar boundary layer. 

2.1     FORMATION OF ENTRAINED VORTICES AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH 
THE CROSS-HATCHING PHENOMENON 

The appearance of streamwise vortices entrained in the laminar boundary layer as 
discussed in Section I is not a new phenomenon but is, in fact, well-known and 
well-documented with respect to the cross-hatching problem. Wilkins (Ref. 26) and Wilkins 
and Tauber (Ref. 27) noted the formation of streamwise directed grooves in the surface 
of recovered models from ballistic-range tests. Larson and Mateer (Ref. 28) showed that 
the cross-hatching process appeared to originate at or just after the end of boundary-layer 
transition in a supersonic flow. Whether ablation itself was a necessary condition for 
cross-hatching or merely a means of recording the event could not be determined. The 
paper by Canning, Tauber, Wilkins, and Chapman (Ref. 29) cites experimental evidence 
for the presence of arrays of stationary vortices, and it is conjectured that the presence 
of these vortices may be connected with the origin of cross-hatching. Furthermore, the 
cross-hatch spiral angle is shown to correlate well with the boundary-layer edge Mach 
angle up to an edge Mach number of approximately two. For higher edge Mach numbers 
the cross-hatch spiral angle is greater than the edge Mach angle, suggesting that the 

* disturbance causing the standing-wave system responsible for the cross-hatching can be 
near the edge or deeper within the boundary layer as the edge .Mach number increases. 
The extensive study by Laganelli and Nestler (Ref. 30) using wind tunnel and rocket 
exhaust models constructed from various materials (Teflon®, phenolic nylon, carbon 
phenolic, and wood) as well as recovered flight vehicles shows clearly that the cross-hatching 
pattern phenomenon is not limited to melting ablators but also occurs in charring and 
subliming materials. In general, the experimental evidence indicates that the formation 
of cross-hatched patterns requires a supersonic turbulent boundary layer, and can be 
promoted by longitudinal grooving, surface roughness, and mass addition. 
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Based on the above-discussed experimental results, Tobak (Ref. 31) has postulated 
a hypothesis for the origin of cross-hatching based on the presence of an array of stationary 
vortices entrained within the boundary layer which, in turn, implies the presence of standing 
waves capable of producing the cross-hatch patterns. His hypothesis may be summarized 
as follows: Cross-hatching is the result of spatially periodic variations in surface pressure 
in both the spanwise and longitudinal directions. The source of the pressure variations 
is the presence within the boundary layer of an array of regularly spaced counterrotating 
stationary vortices. These vortices originate from surface irregularities near the leading edge 
of the body; the probability of their appearance is enhanced by the existence of small 
amounts of concave curvature of the boundary-layer streamlines. Surface ablation is not 
a necessary condition for the presence of the pressure variations that lead to cross-hatching, 
but may serve as the mechanism causing the streamline curvature and as a means of 
reinforcing and spreading the cross-hatch pattern once it appears. 

The key point in all of the above is the formation of stationary vortices within the 
boundary layer. Persen (Ref. 32) has compiled an excellent survey of experimental evidence 
of the appearance of streamwise-directed vortices in fluid flow. Most experiments aimed 
at visualizing the streamwise vortices are in one way or another relying on an effect 
schematically exhibited below. 

Vortices 

Coating- 

Wall 

3&M 

The oil-flow technique, such as used by McDevitt and Mellenthin (Ref. 5), is based on 
the principle that liquids coated on the surface of a body in a flow field will move in 
the same way as the fluid flow at the surface. In use of this technique, built-up ridges 
in the manner schematically indicated above represent evidence that streamwise directed 
vortices are present in the flow. As discussed by Persen (Ref. 32) the following features 
of the vortex system must be considered as experimentally proven: 

1. The sidewise location of each vortex is fixed and exhibits a remarkable 
stability in the region where they are pronounced. 

2. The vortex system breaks up further downstream. Two conclusions can be 
drawn from this observation: 

The vortex characteristics must be a function of the streamwise 
coordinate, and the changes which appear with increasing distance 
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must be such that the vortex becomes unstable and breaks down 
introducing a highly irregular motion (turbulence). 

b. The vortex system seems to be in an intermediate state which, 
in view of stability theory, is introduced between a laminar 
motion upstream and the turbulent motion downstream. 

3. In the two-dimensional cases the vortices seem to be confined into "boxes" 
of constant width X in the crosswise direction to the main flow direction 
which is sometimes referred to as a "selective wavelength". The height of 
these "boxes" is a function of the stream wise coordinate. 

4. The wavelength X does not depend on the type of disturbance which may 
have initiated the creation of the vortex system. The wavelength is probably 
determined by a stability condition. 

For the purposes of the current investigation the important point from the above discussion 
is simply that the origin of the vortex system seems to be directly related to the onset 
of transition in the boundary layer. 

2.2    THREE-DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY-LAYER STABILITY THEORY 

Boundary-layer stability theory cannot currently be used to predict either the 
nonlinear details of the boundary-layer transition process or the location of transition 
onset. Stability theory can, however, establish which laminar boundary-layer profiles are 
unstable and the initial amplification rates of specific critical frequencies. A good and 
current review of the analytical methods used to attempt prediction of the location of 
transition from stability theory is presented by Jaffe, Okamura, and Smith (Ref. 33). 
However, it is to be emphasized that a thorough study of the connection between stability 
and transition still remains to be completed. For the reader interested in general study 
of modern boundary-layer stability theory using digital computer techniques, the author 
highly recommends the excellent comprehensive survey by Mack (Ref. 34). For an overview 
of the complete stability problem with emphasis on hypersonically traveling bodies, see 
the recent report by Morkovin (Ref. 35). 

With respect to three-dimensional boundary-layer stability theory, the 
three-dimensional nature of the boundary-layer velocity profiles plays a crucial role. 
Referring to Fig. 1 (Appendix I), the velocity vector at a position xsg, zsg of the surface 
is seen to twist out of the plane defined by the normal direction ysg and by the outer 
streamline, i.e., by the xsg-direction. With the aid of the decomposition of the twisted 
vector family on the streamwise xsg-ysg tangential plane and the ysB-zsg crossflow plane, 
one can begin to visualize the three-dimensional vorticity distribution which ultimately 
feeds the unstable vorticity disturbances and which may be thought of as a superposition 
of Fourier components of all orientations for the disturbances at the given point xs£, 
zs$>. However, as one proceeds to the neighboring points the local orientation of the 
wavefront may change because of nonuniformity of the crossflow. In other words, from 
a global view, the wavefronts of a given family may be curved. One should examine the 
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eigenvalue problem and local amplification rates in all these possible directions and find 
that direction in which the profile is first unstable and that, in which it has maximum 
amplification at a higher Reynolds number. The wave disturbances with the front parallel 
to the zgg-axis in Fig 1 correspond to the normal two-dimensional Tollmien-Schlichting 
waves with their viscosity-induced relatively low amplifications. The wave disturbances with 
a wavefront along the xsg-axis are primarily sensitive to the crossflow velocity profile 
wsg. Figure 1 shows that this profile has a point of inflection indicating the possibility 
of a more rapid inviscid amplification along that direction (see Section III-2 of Ref. 35 
for clarification). 

In Part II of the paper by Gregory, Stuart, and Walker (Ref. 36), Stuart shows that 
the presence of these inflection points makes possible a meaningful simplification of the 
governing stability equations, namely the inviscid approximation. He singles out a plane 
rotated past the crossflow plane of Fig. 1 in which the point of inflection of the rotated 
velocity profile coincides with the ys£-axis in Fig. 1, i.e., has zero velocity with respect 
to the wall at a height yc as illustrated schematically below. 

Rotated 
Velocity 
Profile Profile  Inflection 

Point 

///////////////////    Wall 

Roughly, amplification of that family of waves corresponds to an increasing concentration 
of vorticity oriented perpendicularly to that special plane at a height yc. Because of the 
vanishing relative velocity, this vorticity concentration will form a stationary wave and 
can be made visible by sublimation, oil-flow, or smoke techniques. It is this type stationary 
wave which is observed as streaks in the oil-flow results of Ref. 5 and the china-clay 
results of Ref. 36. 
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The theoretical background for stability analysis of three-dimensional compressible 
boundary layers has been formulated by Reshotko (Ref. 37) based on his earlier analysis 
(Ref. 38) of the two-dimensional compressible boundary-layer stability characteristics. For 
Reynolds numbers sufficiently large that the dissipation terms in the disturbance energy 
equation are negligible, the stability of a three-dimensional boundary layer to a plane-wave 
disturbance of arbitrary orientation is shown to reduce to a two-dimensional stability 
problem governed by the boundary-layer velocity profile in the direction of wave 
propagation and by the mean temperature profile. 

As discussed in Section III of Ref. 38, the governing disturbance equations of 
boundary-layer stability theory are regular everywhere except in the limit ygg ■+ », and 
the solutions of these equations are analytic functions of Od (wave number of the 
disturbance), c (propagation velocity of the disturbance), and a Reynolds number Re,ef 
based on a reference length for all finite values of these parameters. The quantity (<za 
R&ref )_1 appears in the disturbance equations as a parameter multiplying the highest order 
derivatives, and hence the method of asymptotic expansions valid for (da Reref) »1 
may be applied by division of the disturbances into slowly varying solutions that are largely 
inviscid across the entire flow and "viscous" rapidly varying functions near the surface. 
The resulting disturbance equations obtained by taking the limit as (Od Reref) -*■ - are 
called the inviscid equations since they are identical with the equations obtained by ignoring 
altogether viscosity and thermal conductivity. 

Consider a point on the surface of a body on which there develops a three-dimensional 
boundary layer. It is assumed that the profile of the steady laminar boundary layer is 
known at this point in terms of the component profiles in two mutually orthogonal surface 
coordinate directions x and z as shown in Fig. 2. The velocities in the x- and z-directions 
are u and w, respectively. The resultant external velocity VUe

2 + We
2 makes an angle 

\}j = tan-1 (We/Ue) with the x-axis. Now examine the disturbance taken to be an oblique 
plane wave propagating at an angle 0 relative to the x-direction. Any fluctuating quantity 
F (velocity, temperature, density, etc.) may be described by the complex relation (see 
Ref. 38 for clarification) 

F(x,y,z,t) = f(y) exp [iota (x cos 0 + z sin 0 - ct)) (1) 

where f(y) denotes the fluctuation amplitude, da the wave number of the disturbance, 
and c the disturbance propagation velocity. The wave number aj is considered as a real 
quantity, while the propagation velocity c is complex. Disturbances are termed to be neutral 
for Ci = 0 where Cj denotes the imaginary part of the propagation velocity c, i.e., 

c = cr + iq (2) 

with cr denoting the real part (which is physically the phase velocity of wave propagation); 
disturbances are amplified for cä > 0 and damped for q < 0. For the condition q < 
0 the corresponding flow is stable for a given value of oa, whereas q > 0 denotes instability. 
The limiting case Ci = 0 corresponds to neutral disturbances so that the locus of Cj = 
0 can be considered as separating the region of stable from that of unstable disturbances. 
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Restricting attention to the case of a neutral inviscid oscillation at a^ Reref -*• -» 
Reshotko (Refs. 37 and 38) shows that the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a neutral purely inviscid oscillation (04 Reief T+ -) is 

where 

Ac = Wc' Tc = 0 
Tc 

W = 
ü + "w tan 0 tan * 

1  + tan 0 tan * 

ü = u/Ue 

w = w/We 

T = T/Te 

tan \}/ = We/Ue 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

with primes denoting differentiation with respect to y, i.e., W' = dW/dy, and subscript 
c denoting that the required quantities are to be evaluated at the so-called "critical point" 
where Wc = Cf/JUe cos (0 - $)] which occurs at the so-called "critical height" yc from 
the surface. See Fig. 2 for clarification of nomenclature. 

Now recall the findings of Stuart in Ref. 36 discussed previously with respect to 
the formation of a stationary wave caused by the coincidence of the point of inflection 
of the rotated velocity profile with the y-axis at the critical height location yc. Application 
of this concept to the three-dimensional compressible boundary layer for a neutral purely 
inviscid oscillation (Od Reref "* -) forming a stationary wave requires that 

W" 
^ = Z£_ . ^£_ = 0 (9) 

and 

Wc = cr/[Ue cos (0C - *)]  = 0 (10) 

at the critical height location yc. Equation (4) shows that 

tan 0C = -üc/[wc tan \j/] (11) 

under the restriction of Eq. (10) so that Eq. (9) may be written as 

— if     —n uc       wc 

. g.   ..  . ^n . 0. (12) 
u'c       v/'c Tc 
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which becomes the controlling relationship for the location of the critical height yc. With 
yc known, Eq. (11) may be used to determine the stationary wave propagation angle 
0C. For this choice of direction the phase velocity of the neutral disturbance vanishes 
so as to form a stationary wave. 

For the case of incompressible three-dimensional boundary-layer flow at constant 
temperature, Eq. (12) shows that the condition for the formation of a stationary wave 
based on a neutral purely inviscid oscillation (ad Reref ■* -) becomes 

uc"        w( 

w. 
(13) 

which is in agreement with the findings of Stuart in Ref. 36 as well as the discussion 
by Moore (Ref. 39). An experimental study by Gregory and Walker reported in Ref. 36 
considered the case of a disk rotating in an incompressible fluid at rest which revealed, 
by a china-clay technique, the formation of stationary vortices following the shape of 
logarithmic spirals. Comparison of these experimental results with the neutral inviscid 
stationary wave analysis by Stuart using essentially Eqs. (11) and (13) above yielded 
qualitative agreement in that the computed wave propagation angle 0C agreed with the 
measured direction within one degree. The analysis of Ref. 36 includes a variational 
technique for determination of the wavelength of the stationary disturbance. For the 
rotating disk case, the wavelength computed is four times too short, as compared with 
the experimental result. The authors of Ref. 36 ascribe this discrepancy to viscosity (which 
has been neglected in the inviscid-type analysis). However, it is also feasible that the longer 
wavelength disturbance may simply be more strongly amplified, viscosity being neglected; 
in plane flow one finds in general that waves of lengths longer than that of the neutral 
disturbance are amplified at infinite Reynolds number. 

2.3   CORRELATION OF DISTANCE TO ONSET OF VORTEX FORMATION IN THE 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER 

As stated in Section I, one of the main objectives of the present study concerns 
the influence of three-dimensional crossfiow effects on the formation of streamwise-directed 
entrained vortices in the laminar boundary layer on a sharp cone at incidence in hypersonic 
flow. The previous subsection has shown that three-dimensional crossfiow has an adverse 
effect on laminar boundary-layer stability in that a system of stream wise vortices contained 
within the boundary layer may be formed, apparently because of the inflection point 
in the rotated velocity profile which is unstable to small disturbances. The exact location 
at which this vortex system will originate cannot be determined from classical 
boundary-layer stability theory such as presented in the previous subsection. 

Instead, the abrupt formation of these vortices and also the development of complete 
turbulence, i.e., transition, in a three-dimensional boundary layer can apparently be 
correlated with a so-called maximum local crossfiow Reynolds number, Xmax. defined 
as (Refs. 40 and 41) 

Pe wsK>max 5 
Xmax  =  —  (14) 
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where wsg>max is the maximum crossflow velocity in the streamline coordinates of Fig. 
1, and 8 is the boundary-layer thickness defined as the normal distance from the surface 
where the total resultant velocity 

vu2 + w2~ 

reaches 0.99S of the total resultant inviscid edge velocity 

VUC
2   +  We

2 

pe and ue are the values of density and viscosity, respectively, evaluated at the inviscid 
edge conditions. Owen and Randell (Ref. 40) found the critical value of crossflow Reynolds 
number for vortex formation and for crossflow-induced transition to be 125 and 175, 
respectively, on swept wings at subsonic speeds. The work by Chapman (Ref. 41) on 
swept cylinders at supersonic speeds (free-stream Mach numbers up to seven) indicates 
that 

Xmax < 100 ** Laminar Boundary Layer 

100 ^ Xmax S 200 => Vortex Formation and Transitional 
Boundary Layer 

Xmax > 200 => Turbulent Boundary Layer 

which means that the critical crossflow stability criterion of Owen and Randell may be 
expected to apply for both subsonic and supersonic flows. Chapman further found that 
the amount of crossflow needed to induce crossflow instability downstream of the leading 
edge was very small - on the order of one to five percent of the inviscid edge velocity 
for the conditions observed. This means physically that on swept wings with large spanwise 
pressure gradients, as well as sharp and blunt cones at incidence with strong circumferential 
pressure gradients, boundary-layer transition is more likely to be caused by instability 
of the crossflow than by instability of the streamwise velocity profile (i.e., 
Tollmien-Schlichting instability) because of the extremely small amount of crossflow 
needed to cause transition at small values of the local Reynolds number. 

SECTION III 
ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS 

The present analytical investigation employs a three-dimensional laminar 
boundary-layer analysis coupled with a three-dimensional inviscid conical flow analysis for 
a sharp cone at incidence in a hypersonic stream. Each of these analyses utilizes a 
documented digital computer code which will now be briefly described for sake of 
completeness. 

3.1    INVISCID FLOW 

A recent investigation by Jones (Ref. 42) resulted in an accurate and efficient 
numerical integration procedure for solution of the governing partial differential equations 
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describing the supersonic or hypersonic inviscid flow field around a sharp cone at incidence. 
Basically Jones' method uses the condition of conicity to reduce the problem to a set 
of elliptic nonlinear partial differential equations in two independent variables. A 
transformation of coordinates is used to fix the boundaries, one of which is the unknown 
shock wave, between which the elliptic equations are to be satisfied. This transformation 
also has the effect of including the body shape in the coefficients of the partial differential 
equations and in the boundary conditions, so that the same method can be used for general 
conical body shapes simply by changing a few program statements to redefine the equation 
of the body. In fact, the method is, in many cases, only limited by locally supersonic 
cross-flow conditions, by the entropy singularity moving too far away from the surface, 
or by the shock approaching very close to the Mach wave. In practice, these restrictions 
limit the allowable angle-of-attack range to a/6v ^ 1 (see Fig. 3 for clarification of 
nomenclature). 

At the present time the method has been used successully for circular cones and 
for bodies that can be obtained by successive perturbations of a circular cone and that 
do not have curvatures that are too large. Jones (Ref. 42) has reported examples for 
circular cones at incidence, elliptic cones, and a body whose cross-sectional shape is 
represented by a fourth-order even-cosine Fourier series. 

The method is efficient in computer time compared with other fully numerical 
techniques, and one solution takes from one-half minute to three minutes on an IBM 
360/50 computer for the circular cone at incidence - the time increasing as the incidence 
increases. This is to be compared with a time requirement of approximately one-half hour 
on an IBM 360/50 computer for the technique developed by Moretti (Ref. 43) in which 
the flow-field solution is obtained by marching step by step downstream (approximately 
400 downstream steps are required) until a conicity condition is sufficiently well satisfied. 
Comparison of results between the Jones and Moretti approaches shows excellent 
agreement, with the Jones digital computer code being a factor of approximately ten faster 
than the Moretti approach in solution time. An analysis very similar to that of Jones 
has recently been reported by South and Klunker (Ref. 44) while Holt and Ndefo (Ref. 
45) have developed a method of integral relations approach to the problem. The important 
point to note is that all of the above-referenced analyses report excellent agreement with 
experiment for sharp circular and elliptic cones at incidence under supersonic and 
hypersonic flow conditions so that the choice of which analysis is indeed the best remains 
an open question. The present author's experience with use of the Jones digital computer 
code (Ref. 46) has been most favorable from a user's standpoint. 

It should be pointed out in conclusion that Jones (Ref. 47) has recently published 
a very complete and thorough set of tables for inviscid supersonic and hypersonic flow 
about circular cones at incidence in a perfect gas, 7 = 1.40, stream. 

3.2    VISCOUS BOUNDARY-LAYER FLOW 

As discussed in Section I, digital computer codes are now available (see Refs. 11 
through 25) for accurate numerical solution of the three-dimensional laminar 
boundary-layer equations. For application in the present sharp cone investigation, the 
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three-dimensional conical flow laminar boundary-layer analysis presented in Appendix B 
of McGowan and Davis (Ref. 25) has been used. This treatment is very similar to that 
of Dwyer (Ref. 17) and Boericke (Ref. 23) in that the limiting conical form of the full 
three-dimensional compressible laminar boundary-layer equations as originally derived by 
Moore (Ref. 9) is solved using an implicit finite-difference technique for numerical 
integration of the nonlinear parabolic partial differential equations written in similarity 
variable form. This similarity variable transformation reduces the number of independent 
variables from three to two in the transformed governing equations so that the problem 
becomes two-dimensional in form. Since there are only two independent variables in this 
coordinate system, the implicit finite-difference techniques developed by Blottner (Refs. 
48 and 49) can be used almost directly to solve the governing equations. The complete 
formalism of this numerical approach is discussed in Chapter III of the report by McGowan 
and Davis (Ref. 25) to which the reader is referred for further study. 

The necessary outer-edge conditions, for input to the above boundary-layer analysis 
are determined based on results from the Jones inviscid sharp cone at incidence analysis 
discussed in Section 3.1. The procedure for specifying the inviscid data necessary for input 
to the McGowan and Davis boundary-layer analysis is quite simple in that only the pressure 
distribution around the cone, along with the velocity and density on the windward 
streamline, must be specified. All other inviscid quantities are then internally calculated 
using the inviscid compressible Bernoulli and crossflow momentum equations applied at 
the surface along with the restriction that the entropy remain constant on the surface; 
i.e., the cone surface is an isentropic surface. Complete details of this procedure are given 
in Section B of Chapter IV in the report by McGowan and Davis (Ref. 25). 

The gas is assumed to be both thermally and calorically perfect air having a constant 
ratio of specific heats y = 1.40. The gas viscosity is assumed to obey the Sutherland 
viscosity law for air, while the Prandtl number of the gas is taken to be constant at 
a value of 0.71. The wall temperature of the cone is assumed to remain constant around 
the cone at a value prescribed by input to the analysis. 

Experience with the McGowan and Davis digital computer code reported in Ref. 25 
has revealed few defects, and the present author highly recommends its use. It should 
be noted that the main emphasis of Ref. 25 is placed upon development and documentation 
of a very general three-dimensional laminar boundary^layer analysis for general body 
geometry, providing the inviscid flow field for the body in question is available from 
some source. 

SECTION IV 
BODY AND FLOW CONDITIONS 

Most of the experimental data reported by McDevitt and Mellenthin in Ref. 5 was 
taken in the NASA Ames 3.5-foot Hypersonic (Air) Tunnel on both ablating and 
nonablating sharp cone models under hypersonic conditions. For the present investigation 
and comparison of theory with the experimental data of Ref. 5, only nonablating sharp 
cones with semivertex angles of 5, 10, and 15 deg will be considered; all of the sharp 
cones have base diameters of 3.0 in. Only angles of attack less than or equal to the sharp 
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cone semivertex angle can be analyzed using the Jones inviscid sharp cone at incidence 
analysis (Ref. 42) discussed in Section 3.1, so that the current investigation is restricted 
to the angle-of-attack range <x/8v ^ 1; see Figs. 3 and 4 for the sharp cone geometry 
and general nomenclature. 

All of the experimental data for air presented in Ref. 5 were taken at a nominal 
free-stream Mach number, M,., of 7.4 and free-stream Reynolds numbers based on model 
length, Re^L, of 0.5 x 106 and 3.0 x 106. The nominal wall-to-stagnation-temperature 
ratio, Tw/T0, was 0.3, which represents a relatively cold wall condition. All of the present 
calculations have been performed for these nominal flow conditions except for the high 
Reynolds number (Re«^ = 3.0 x 106) condition which used an exact Tw/T0 = 0.2857 
instead of the nominal 0.30 value. 

SECTION V 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Typical comparisons of analytical results from the Jones (Refs. 42 and 46) and 
McGowan and Davis (Ref. 25) analyses relative to the experimental data of McDevitt and 
Mellenthin (Ref. 5) for sharp cones at incidence in a hypersonic flow will now be presented. 
The flow conditions used in the calculations are those presented in Section IV and 
correspond ■ to the experimental conditions. 

The surface up wash angles for 5-, 10-, and 15-deg half-angle sharp cones at various 
incidence angles are given in Figs. 5 and 6; definition of the upwash angle may be found 
in Figs. 3 and 4 where e\ denotes the inviscid upwash angle based on the Jones inviscid 
sharp cone at incidence analysis (Refs. 42 and 46) and es denotes the surface upwash 
angle which corresponds to the measured oil-flow results as well as the calculated values 
from the McGowan and Davis (Ref. 25) laminar boundary-layer analysis. Comparison of 
Figs. 5 and 6 reveals that for these flow conditions the maximum surface upwash angle 
is approximately a factor of four greater than the calculated maximum inviscid upwash 
angle. This is a clear indication of the large amounts of crossflow present in these 
three-dimensional laminar boundary layers. Further note that the angular location 0 of 
maximum upwash angle increases as the angle of incidence increases due to increasing 
three-dimensional crossflow. In general, the agreement between the calculated and measured 
surface upwash angles in Fig 6 is excellent over the windward (0 deg ^ 0 ^ 90 deg) 
half of all three cones. As the angle of incidence is increased for a given cone, progressive 
disagreement between calculated and- measured values at the 0 = 135 deg location is 
observed, especially for the 5V = 5 deg case. It is suspected that the crossflow instability 
phenomenon discussed in Section II may be causing premature boundary-layer transition 
in the manner presented later in the present section. The free-stream Reynolds number 
is sufficiently low for these cases (Re^L = 5 x 105) that one would certainly expect 
a priori a laminar boundary layer over the entire cone. One way to accurately assess if 
indeed crossflow-induced transitional flow is present at, say, the 0 = 135 deg angular 
location for the 5-deg half-angle sharp cone at 4-deg angle of attack, is to experimentally 
measure the circumferential heat-transfer distribution around the cone for comparison with 
the McGowan and Davis three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer analysis (Ref. 25). 
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The above-discussed results reveal quite clearly the applicability and accuracy of the 
present analysis technique for three-dimensional laminar boundary layers on sharp cones 
under cold wall conditions. As McDevitt and Meilen thin point out in Ref. 5, the effect 
of changes in flow enthalpy at the wall on surface upwash angles may be quite significant, 
i.e., the surface upwash angle may be changed by as much as SO percent between hot 
and cold wall conditions. Shown in Fig. 7 are the calculated upwash angle distributions 
around a 10-deg half-angle sharp cone at 5-deg angle of attack for various values of the 
wall temperature ratio. Also presented in Fig. 7 is the corresponding inviscid surface upwash 
angle for sake of comparison. Note that the upwash angle for the "hot" Tw/T0 = 0.90 
condition is approximately three times the value for the "cold" Tw/T0 = 0.0 case. Further 
note that the angular location of maximum upwash angle shifts from #«110 deg for 
the "cold" Tw/T0 = 0.0 condition to 0 « 120 deg for the "hot" Tw/T0 = 0.90 case. 
A cross-plot of the data in Fig. 7 is shown by Fig. 8 in terms of the surface upwash 
angle variation with wall temperature ratio for a given angular location. The important 
point to note from these two figures is that the three-dimensional laminar boundary layer 
on a sharp cone at incidence is extremely sensitive to the wall temperature level with 
respect to the amount of turning due to crossflow. This has important implications in 
connection with hypersonic wind tunnel testing under hot wall conditions relative to flight 
cold wall conditions for such aerodynamic parameters as static-stability coefficients on 
lifting reentry configurations at incidence, as will be discussed at greater length later in 
this section. 

As discussed in Section I, McDevitt and Mellenthin (Ref. 5) experimentally observed 
via an oil-film technique the formation of entrained vortices in the three-dimensional 
laminar boundary layer on sharp cones at incidence under cold wall, high Reynolds number, 
hypersonic wind tunnel conditions. The measured upward inclination of these vortices 
was considerably less than the corresponding inclination of the surface streamlines but 
somewhat greater than the calculated inviscid upwash angle at the outer edge of the 
boundary layer. As presented in Section 2.2, three-dimensional compressible boundary-layer 
stability theory following Refs. 37 and 38 can be applied through Eqs. (11 and 12) to 
determine neutral purely inviscid oscillations forming a stationary wave which the results 
of Ref. 36 show to be in qualitative agreement with the measured direction of stationary 
vortices formed on a rotating disk in an incompressible fluid at rest. 

At this point the stability theory of Section 2.2 will be applied to the sharp cone 
flows of Ref. 5 with respect to angular orientation of the stationary vortices formed due 
to crossflow instability. The controlling relationship for the location of the critical height 
yc at which the phase velocity of the neutral disturbance vanishes so as to form a stationary 
wave entrained within the three-dimensional boundary layer is given by Eq. (12) solely 
in terms of the boundary-layer axial and circumferential velocity profiles and their 
derivatives as well as the boundary-layer static temperature profile and its derivative. 
Presented in Tables I through IV are the tabulated boundary-layer profiles based on the 
three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer analysis of McGowan and Davis (Ref. 25) applied 
to the four cases for which McDevitt and Mellenthin (Ref. S) present experimental results 
for vortex angular orientation, namely the 0 = 90-deg body location on a 10-deg half-angle 
sharp cone at S-deg, 6-deg, and 8-deg angles of attack as well as a 1 S-deg half-angle sharp 
cone at 5-deg angle of attack. It is to be noted that the velocity profiles in Tables I 
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through IV are relative to the body fixed coordinate system of Figs. 3 and 4. Use of 
these profiles in Eq. (12) to determine the critical height yc which is then used in Eq. 
(11) to determine the stationary wave propagation angle Bc yields the calculated vortex 
angles ev (where ev - 90 deg + 0C) shown in Fig. 9 denoted as x symbols; see Figs. 
3 and 4 for clarification of the vortex angle e, definition. For the 10-deg half-angle sharp 
cone, the three-dimensional inviscid neutral stationary disturbance theory lies some IS 
to 18 percent (one to two degrees) below the measured vortex angular orientation at 
the <j> = 90-deg location. However, the trend of increasing vortex angle with increasing 
angle of attack is reasonably well predicted by the theory. For the 1 S-deg half-angle sharp 
cone, a 45-percent discrepancy (four degrees) between the three-dimensional inviscid neutral 
stationary disturbance theory and experiment is observed at the 0 = 90-deg location. 

The exact reason behind the above-indicated discrepancy between theory and 
experiment with respect to the angular orientation of the vortex path is not clear. Several 
possibilities exist relative to application of Reshotko's three-dimensional compressible 
boundary-layer stability theory under hypersonic conditions. For free-stream Mach numbers 
above two or three, it has been pointed out by several investigators (Refs. 34, 35, 50, 
51, and 52) that the compressible stability equations include a number of terms, involving 
the component of the mean boundary-layer velocity perpendicular to the surface, which 
are not negligible, but have been ignored in making parallel flow assumptions such as 
used by Reshotko (Refs. 37 and 38). The effort of this vertical velocity component can 
become very important under high Mach number conditions as shown by Brown (Ref. 
52). In addition, the present application of Reshotko's analysis is valid only in the neutral 
inviscid stationary disturbance sense which requires that cm Rejef -*■ « (see Section 2.2). 
At present it is not known under what circumstances and with what accuracy the inviscid 
theory can be applied at finite Reynolds number under hypersonic conditions. It would 
be of great interest to apply the analysis by Brown (Ref. 52) to the present problem 
of stationary vortex formation since Brown includes all terms in a complete set of 
three-dimensional stability equations allowing viscous effects (such as dissipation which 
becomes of increasing importance under cold wall hypersonic conditions). In this 
connection the tabulated three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer profiles given in Tables 
I through IV (Appendix II) of the present report are necessary input to such an analysis. 

In order to gain some physical insight into the calculated results from application 
of three-dimensional neutral inviscid stability theory for stationary disturbances, Fig. 10 
shows the location of the critical height yc relative to the degree of turning due to crossflow 
in the three-dimensional laminar boundary layer at the circumferential location <j> = 90 
deg on a 10-deg half-angle sharp cone at 6-deg angle of attack. Note that the critical 
height is located near the outer edge of the boundary layer, i.e., yc/5 « 0.80, which 
means physically that the stationary disturbance (vortex) formation is probably not a 
viscous-dominated phenomenon and hence may be adequately described by an appropriate 
inviscid theory. It is interesting to observe that the critical height location in Fig. 10 
for a three-dimensional stationary disturbance is in reasonable agreement with the 
experimentally determined critical heights presented by Potter and Whitfield (Ref. 53) 
for nonstationary disturbance formation in two-dimensional hypersonic laminar boundary 
layers. Since this agreement between two- and three-dimensional flows is probably 
fortuitous, it  would be of great value to  conduct an experimental hot-wire probe 
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investigation similar to that reported by Potter and Whitfield for the present case of 
three-dimensional stationary disturbances in order to experimentally determine the critical 
height yc for comparison with three-dimensional neutral inviscid stability theory. 

As discussed in Section 2.2 the exact location at which the stationary vortex system 
will originate cannot be determined from classical boundary-layer stability theory so that 
recourse must be taken to application of the maximum local crossflow Reynolds number 
Xmax hi order to correlate the onset of vortex formation. Recall from Section 2.3 that 

Xmax < 100 °* Laminar Boundary Layer 

100 ^ Xmax  =■ 200 => Vortex Formation and Transitional 
Boundary Layer 

Xmax > 200 =*• Turbulent Boundary Layer 

based on the criterion by Chapman (Ref. 41). Presented in Fig. 11 are the calculated 
maximum local crossflow Reynolds number distributions around two sharp cones at 
incidence (5V = 10 deg at a = 5 deg and 6V = 15 deg at a = 5 deg) for which McDevitt 
and Mellenthin (Ref. 5) present photographic documentation of the onset to vortex 
formation   based   on  an   oil-film  technique.   Note  that  Fig; 11   is  given  in  laminar 
boundary-layer similarity format; i.e., Xmax is divided by Vx/'L. From Fig. 11 and the 
criterion by Chapman reiterated above, a developed surface plot with lines of constant 
Xmax can easily be formulated with respect to location of onset to vortex formation. 
Such is presented in Fig. 12 for the two sharp cones at incidence of present interest. 
Lines of constant Xmax = '00 and 200 are shown up to the 0 = 90-deg circumferential 
location in order to delineate the region of expected onset to vortex formation. It is 
extremely difficult to accurately read the McDevitt and Mellenthin photographs with 
respect to actual initial onset of a vortex streak. Only two such points are presented 
for the 10-deg sharp cone case. However, for the 15-deg sharp cone sufficient data are 
available to form the shaded band shown in Fig. 12. Based on these results it appears 
that vortex formation may be expected on sharp cones at incidence under conditions 
where Xmax assumes values greater than approxiamtely ISO. It is impossible to ascertain 
if the boundary layer becomes turbulent for Xmax > 200 based on the McDevitt and 
Mellenthin data. What is needed here for completeness are heat-transfer measurements in 
the region of vortex formation and downstream in order to clearly delineate the state 
of the boundary layer. 

It is extremely important to note from Fig. 12 that the maximum crossflow Reynolds 
number concept coupled with the three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer analysis 
correctly predicts the trend observed in the experimental data of Refs. 3 and 4 that the 
transition movement undergoes a much more rapid forward progression on the leeward 
side than the rearward progression for the windward side of sharp cones at incidence 
in hypersonic flow; see the sketch in Section I for clarification. The only other work, to 
the present author's knowledge, along the same lines as the above application of the 
maximum crossflow Reynolds number concept to prediction of stability boundaries for 
aerodynamic bodies of revolution at incidence is a paper by Nachtsheim (Ref. 54) for 
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incompressible flow over a paraboloid of revolution at small-angles of attack based on the 
small crossflow approximation. 

Another important facet of the crossflow instability phenomenon is the influence 
of wall temperature level on the magnitude of the calculated maximum crossflow Reynolds 
number Xmax- As shown very clearly in Fig. 13, increasing wall temperature level at a 
given circumferential location increases the value of Xm ax and hence makes the 
three-dimensional laminar boundary layer more susceptible to crossflow instability leading 
to vortex formation and transition. The reason behind this behavior can be seen from 
Figs. 14 and 15 which present the variation of the maximum crossflow velocity (in 
streamline coordinates) and the boundary-layer thickness (in similarity form) with respect 
to wall temperature for three different circumferential locations around the cone. Note 
that the maximum crossflow velocity is increased by approximately a factor of three while 
the boundary-layer thickness is increased by approximately a factor of two as the wall 
temperature level is increased from Tw/T0 = 0.0 to Tw/T0 = 0.90. Since, from Eq. (14), 

Pc wsfiimax 5 
X„ 

maX Me 

with pe and Me being determined by the local inviscid edge conditions (which, of course, 
are independent of wall temperature level), the above results reveal that the increase of 
the maximum crossflow Reynolds number with wall temperature level at a given 
circumferential location as shown in Fig. 13 is totally due to the sensitivity of the 
three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer crossflow velocity profile and boundary-layer 
thickness to changes in the wall temperature level. In general, the hotter the wall, the 
greater the crossflow velocity and boundary-layer thickness which leads to greater instability 
(due to increasing crossflow effects) in the three-dimensional laminar boundary layer. 

It is very important to recognize from Fig 13 that severe wall cooling (Tw/T0 -*■ 
0) can render the present sharp cone (6V = 10 deg at a = 5 deg) stable to three-dimensional 
crossflow instability over the entire body for the given flow conditions based on a value 
of Xmax > 150 required for onset to vortex formation. Recalling the significant influence 
of boundary-layer transition on slender bodies at incidence relative to static-stability 
characteristics as discussed in Refs. 2, 3, and 4, the results of Fig. 13 give warning that 
static-stability ground testing in hypersonic wind tunnels under hot wall conditions on 
slender bodies at incidence may not be applicable to cold wall flight conditions due to 
the crossflow instability phenomenon. Much more work remains to be done in this area 
before a definite conclusion on this potential problem area in relating ground test results 
to actual flight conditions can be reached. 

SECTION VI 
CONCLUDING SUMMARY 

The present investigation was devoted to analysis of experimental measurements 
concerning surface upwash angles and entrained vortex formation in the three-dimensional 
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laminar boundary layer on sharp cones at incidence in a hypersonic flow. Excellent 
agreement with respect to surface upwash angles between three-dimensional laminar 
boundary-layer theory (applied through numerical integration of the governing 
three-dimensional equations using an implicit finite-difference technique) and experimental 
measurements taken in a hypersonic wind tunnel was obtained for angles of attack less 
than the cone half-angle. The angle-of-attack restriction was due to the three-dimensional 
inviscid analysis used in the present study to obtain the outer edge conditions for input 
to the boundary-layer calculations. A strong influence of wall temperature level on the 
surface upwash angle was found to exist for sharp cones at incidence. In general, the 
hotter the wall, the greater the turning effect on the three-dimensional laminar boundary 
layer due to crossflow. This finding has application in the interpretation of results from 
wind tunnel tests on slender bodies at incidence under hot wall conditions relative to 
actual flight conditions in a cold wall environment. 

Attention was also directed in the present investigation toward application of 
three-dimensional neutral inviscid stability theory for stationary disturbances in order to 
calculate the angular orientation of entrained vortices formed in the three-dimensional 
laminar boundary layer because of crossflow-induced inflectional instability in the rotated 
boundary-layer velocity profile. Application of this approach was not entirely satisfactory 
relative to experiment, but more work must be done before declaring the approach invalid; 
terms which may have been significant under hypersonic conditions were not included 
in the present stability analysis. The location of the so-called critical height was found 
to be near the edge of the three-dimensional laminar boundary layer which is a hopeful 
sign that inviscid stability theory can indeed be applied under hypersonic cold wall 
conditions. 

A so-called maximum crossflow Reynolds number concept was applied in the present 
analysis to successfully correlate the onset to vortex formation in the three-dimensional 
laminar boundary layer on sharp cones at incidence. The numerical value of the maximum 
crossflow Reynolds number at which vortex formation is observed to begin relative to 
experimental data on sharp cones was found to agree quite well with previous experiments 
on swept wings and cylinders under subsonic and supersonic conditions. It appears that 
a value of approximately 175 for the maximum crossflow Reynolds number is sufficient 
for onset to vortex formation in the three-dimensional laminar boundary layer on sharp 
cones in hypersonic flow under cold wall conditions. 

The actual numerical magnitude of the maximum crossflow Reynolds number was 
found to be quite sensitive to the wall temperature level with, in general, the hotter the 
wall, the larger the value for the maximum crossflow Reynolds number and hence the 
more unstable the three-dimensional laminar boundary layer to the crossflow instability 
phenomenon. This behavior was shown to be the result of increased boundary-layer 
crossflow velocity and thickness as the wall temperature is increased. Based on these 
findings, static-stability ground testing in hypersonic wind tunnels under hot wall conditions 
on slender bodies at incidence may not be applicable to cold wall flight conditions at 
the same free-stream Mach and Reynolds number conditions because of the crossflow 
instability phenomenon being enhanced by the hot wall condition which, in turn, can 
result in premature transition of the three-dimensional laminar boundary layer to turbulent 
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flow. What is needed in order to more fully understand this crossflow-induced instability 
phenomenon and its effects on boundary-layer transition under various wall temperature 
conditions is a careful and thorough experimental investigation of the three-dimensional 
laminar boundary-layer structure (profile measurements) as well as surface heat-transfer 
measurements under flow conditions leading to entrained vortex formation and transition 
on sharp cones at incidence. 
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Fig. 1   Three-Dimensional Boundary-Layer Velocity Profiles in Streamline Coordinates 
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Fig. 4  Schematic of Three-Dimensional Boundary-Layer Velocity Profile in 
Body Coordinates Showing Definition of Upwash Angles 
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TABLE I 
LAMINAR THREE-DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY-LAYER PROFILES AT 
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9.38 JR00E-(11 
9.S4n400E-nl 
9.682100E-01 
9.'a*»00E-Dl 
9.«64n00E-Ol 
9.91-400E-01 
9.954J00E-01 
9.977i)0CE--'» 
9.O99400E-01 
9.19^700E-->1 
O.998C00E-01 
9."i9'>»-00E-ll 
9.9999ooe-nl 
1 .001300E   00 

7.1B0200E-01 
"'.'i41?O0E-C> 
8.115100E-01 
«.«■0020CE-01 
9.n94?00C-01 
:».c9s<)ooi:-oi 
l.nionsoE 00 
1.T64600? 00 
1.110700E 00 
l.!S9«?0E no 
1.537190; 00 
1.3S34Q0E 00 

2.436J90E 00 
2.462j9nE 00 
2.4R8470E 00 
S.Sl'jitnE 00 
2.S42370E 00 
2.570ülinE 03 
2.S9M30E 00 
2»£2463cE 03 
2.651330E 00 
2.»771R9E 90 
2.701H20E 00 
2.724J1HE   on 
2.7*5620E 00 
2.76369nE 00 
2.77tij6nE   OC 
?.7«aj2aE oo 
2.79*=7nE 03 
?.7944S0E   00 

l.'9*l»OE 00 
1.135-50; 00 
1 .-"71 r-9CFJ 03 
1.401310E 00 
1.42"74CE no 
1 .44 3f.7pc op 

I .CCCOOOt OO 
I.190000E MO 
I.O33U00E '10 
l.nonnooE oc 
i.OUinOOE ''0 
l.nonnoOF no 

" i.oonimCfoo 
i.nounooE oo 
1.00C-O3E oo 
l.ooonooE no 
l .re; i00- no 
l.oonoooE no 
1 .■■>3inoOc no" 
l.noonoOE 00 
l.nnnnoot 'ic 

1.454S33E oo 
1.4S7760E 00 
l.*s3^on; no 
i.44n-<io; oo 
1.I2O-I00E oo 
l.Ja94'>70E 00 
l";->6127or 00 
l.-"23?5CF. 03 
1«?R3',20E 00 
l.?4r71nr oo 

L.I9D190E <)fl 
l.lS^S'O; 00 
1.1217=n£ oo 
i.i'O^tnj oo 
l.->62/301 00 
l.i»l=4CE 33 
1.C21790C 00 
l."14'i7nr 00 
I.r,n7hf0^ 00 
l.nC3Ti>01 00 
1.001MOE 00 
l.r036!)n: 00 
1.0031qnE 00 
Lionn'OE 00 

"T»r-OQMOE 00 ' 
l.ononOCE 03 
l.MOO'iOOE 03 
l.nnonooE oo 
l.nnonccE 00 
1.0Qr."0OE 00 
l-nnc'COF öö 
l.r.oo^OOE oo 
l.'&3030r oo 
l.nnoonoE 00 
;.33ninnE oc 

_l^.POOnOOE 00 
r.nnmooE 03 
l.nUOr-OOE 00 
i.ion iocs in 

2.7")'7t"7i;E 03 
2.773280E 00 
2.7S037(iE 00 
2.71H050E 00 
2.h7553nt 00 
2.62221nE ^0 
2.5S76e"nE" OC 
2.4llij8tE 03 
2.395L4nE 0" 
2.29H22HE 00 
2.15J4DTE 3n 
2.07'.460E on 
l.*ftl6P3"F 00 
1.84Ü20E 00 
1-722'jlnE on 
I.606J3QE on 
1.446»inE 0? 
1.395tRrE f, 
l*3n^b6oE OO 
1.22e4CC-E 30 
LIMKOOE on 
l-lliiftiE no 
1.073420t 00 
1.C45131E Ol) 

"l .0"25Vl oE   00 
I .cur.inE nn 
1-006630E 00 
1.03i'17nE   oc 
1.001090E DO 
1 .OOOiSrE 03 

"l.nouo9n"E on 
l.nnooznE oo 
l.OOOOOOE   30 
l.ocooooE on 
l .noocooE nn 
l.ooO'jonE oo 

"l.coc-jOnF on 
l.ooooooE oo 
l-330uOOE   C- 
i-ooouooE or 
1 .OIIOOOCF  01 

_i_._onouooF oi 
l»OÖ0i.OrT 31 
l.onouooE oi 
1.0l.C'-OlE  01 

[r.visc.d Edge QLanut.es 

Ue/V,  ■ 0 96685 

We'
v- ' ° 07493 

?e'P» = 3 51520 

Te/IV„2;R) - 0.32:55 

F: ee-Sircair. Conditions 

M„ ' T 40   Bc„. L " 3 Ox 106 

WaLl Temperature Kat.o 

Tw/T0 - 0  28570 
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TABLE II 
LAMINAR THREE-DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY-LAYER PROFILES AT 

<j> = 90 DEG FOR 6V = 10 DEG AND a = 6 DEG 

-Jtik u/U. T/T. 

V x/l. 
0 0 a 2.0234GG1L on 

».if-?4F0F-i* ?.63'O00E-i'3 1 IJHTOnr-O? 2O32160E 0 1 
9.12IB40F-O6 5.43C000E-03 ? 2X1->OOC-0? 2.142M0E 00 
l.l959F0E-'-5 ».tinnooE-is 3 c?7'-CCF-9/ P.'l'jJf'AOE on 

TT^nrSTÖE^ÖS- _irr5»no"(!FT"2" "4 n47.-"C<:C-32 ?.nf4 •;iE 00 

2.*0PH0C- -S 1 ,fc9bilOUF-02 "i.544Cf,0P.-0^ 2.D7"<7lE 00 

3.1t));2tOF-'>!J i.a5SnooF-o2 7 724T00C-0/' J.nnc/^nE 03 

3. 75*330''-1* ?.?37nofiE-n? 9 ?il nijOE-*1? 2.1nl20CE 00 
».ASj^anF-is ?.64»nooE-i? 1 n(j=nonF-c: ?. I14JKE 3 1 
5.197P.4 0E-15 3.n7d00nE-r.2 1 57n-onE-o! ?.lr"^l4rF 01 

5.o5«"JÖ0E-"S— 3:|L.'<5o00E-"n2- 
"1 .4SMnnE-01 2.1»4l9o'C O'J 

6.»4(0 = OE-'15 4.T31100E-1? 1 .<ib?jn0E-'ll 2.1S9-iPnF 0' 

7.7c'i*T-iä 4.S54i-)0£-n? I .^■jO'.noS-01 2.1 '6-rnE c<- 
sl.7jH7er,F-i5 S.I12OO0E-02 ? .n7HS0OE-nl 2.193-flnE oc 
9.7«!270E-05 ■i.7o<nooe-n? 2 .10"SOOE-0 1 2<212jhnE 00 
1 .n"i ljnf--.* 6.33H-00E- i2 ? ■653?01E-0 1 ?.23lcnnf 00 
i.>iift4cF—* 7.ni>coot-iü ? Oil 
l.l«i-«| OF-n* 7.72-.C00E-32 i ■ ("10^01^-01 ?.i»7U2nE on 
1.479590F-14 p.4<>4noaE-nz i ■ ■".5U00E-0I ?.792«4nE 00 
l.<i2»430F-n4 9.308l)00E-n2 3 •'64I0CE-31 2.3154V-E on 
1.78»H0F--4 i.nW*-ocE--i 1 • "WRiccc-oi 2.3>?-.4lE on 
1.9S<J720F-"4 l.lllllOCE-ftl 4 .1074CCE-31 Z.->il folE 

2. J>1M»0E 
on 

?.143S30F-',4 I.'0»f00F-01 4 .«■•iJJOOE-01 on 
2.141770F-«4 1 .113b00E-n1 s .ol2f00E-01 2.41llaof 03 
2.5543C0F-04 ] .425-OOE-nl S .<»9(inoE-ci J.Obnn; S3 
2.7S26?0E-14 1 .5*«'i0nt"-ril ■i ■'»lnnni-ol J.»'2l:9ne 0." 
3.flÄ79lOF-"4 1 .fi71«0OF-ol ft .lHB'.noE-01 2.4JP-.40E 00 
3.?9|*30F-o» l.»oft'ooE-ni h .M3<iOOE-01 2.S15J20E oc 

~3.e7*«cF>-.* l.<w*oK-ni T ,r"»7>oo:-01 P.StlbPOE Or 
3.»7U5(ICE--.4 ?.lC3-"O0E-nl 1 .49H .oo:-oi 2.S67-O0F oc 
4.204910F-O4 2.?6e-"00E-lll 7 .O>,0<.OOE-01 2.S93H00E 00 
4.5552fcOc-n4 ?.44a3ooE-oi u .43370OE-01 2.M74H1E 00 

4.o3n*0B-T4 2.4.24400E-C1 u .IISGOUE-Ol ?.64f!671E on 
5.333920E--4 7.U2H0COE-11 9 ,4C3?COE-01 2.662i*nE no 
b.765460E-o4 3.n27=oOE-01 " 9 .»9-4?ÖO"E-01 2.i»H137'nF; on 
6.227250F-04 3.347300E-01 •03H470C   00 2.697Ü10E 00 
6.72rB3lF-P4 3.4«1000E-nl ii97n"0E  ^0 2.7ine1rf Jo 
7.247620F--4 J.72'5/00E-i)l .1347'OE   "0 ».719'4AC on 
7.B0P940E-14 3.9B4700E-11 . ltO'-^OE   00 ?.7237hnE 0(1 
d.4(j5fteOF-^4 4.2S7000E-01 .'2S150E   00 2.722090E 00 

9.039260F--4 4.=4rE00E-nl .pfift*il0E   O'l ?.7ilä»n£ oc 
9.7l)9fc?cF-'.4 4.><4<*130E-fll •T54S70E   00 2.69J24nE o: 
1.141700F-T3 = .l5HO0E-01 .33SS90E   00 2.67431IJE 00 

1.1 ieo9oE-m S.472100E-31 .-W^-^OE   00 2.64)JOOE 00 

J.]940S0F-'-3 S.»03C09E-il .-»91143^   00 2.S9H.B0E 00 

l.»7«»00E"'l 4.141400E-1] • 40^4j;iP  no 
."4iflH95;-'6"o 

?.545J30E 
2.4Hl']4nE 

00 
I.lS390ÖF-r1 6.4S4-i00t-in 00 

1.447270E-O3 A.83nhQ0E-0l .'Z2IB0E   on 2.407120E 00 
1.537110c-m 7.]rsiooE-ci •41S»POL on 2.3?2»31E 00 
l.*2900O--"3 7.si«tooe-->. .4nf>*>?c£ on F.^^P3onE 00 
1.722470F-"! 7.H44-00E-C1 . it-PiTiOE   00 2.l2eu00E 00 
l.Hl/OOOF-v? P.I61400E-01 

e.4fi5i30E-m 
.163120'   00 2.nl»i9oE 00 

T.<riTT?ÖF-'>3 .332'-10£   00 1.9||4'3«E 03 
2.0073f>CF-"3 (>.73(>aoos-()i .5977'OE   CO 1 .7M,t-4/;F. 03 

2.1U2340E--.3 P.9bf«0 3E-01 .3SVPUE   0 0 1.67544nE 00 

2.19<-790E-l>3 9.210400F.-11 ^Zn-iSOE   00 l.S6S'.9nE 00 
2.?9ii58nE-r3 9.402EOOE-01 . isi'ifloE oo 1.4b2«SnE oc 
2.1fi37=CF.---3 9.=63230E-01 »■4*^^nE  oo :.3"i7l!30E 01 
2.4765?0F--.3 «.►Sj^OOE-H ■ M1140E   00 1.2H3«0OE o--- 
2.S69310F-f3 9.794700E-01 .nfllMOE   00 1.211U20E 00 

2.662710E-O3 9.169600E-0) • 0571-SOE  no 1 .151-j7nE on 
i.757«70E-n3 9.O22300E-01 .037710E   DO 1.1G3400E on 
2.B54*tOc-C3 9~.957n00E-01 •0233R0E   00 |.0h72»nE 00 

2.954610c-n3 9.97i>100E-ol .nl3470E   00 1.041220E 
1.02360ÖE 

00 

3.n5B8tOF-33 9.99O000E-01 .107130E   00 00 
3.16P13CE-13 9.99S40QE-II1 .103420E   CC 1.0124ÜCE 03 
3.2B32S0E-13 9.99R»,OOE-01 .101*60;   00 IOD6IH0E 03 

3.40E100F-13 9.999600E-01 •O00550E   00 1.0026noE 00 
3.S34260ET3 9.9999OOE-01 .000170E   00 1.000-lBoE 00 
3.<i714()0E-n3 l.noocooE no ."OS^SOE   00 1.990320E 0" 
3.«.17120E-'3 l.nOCCOOE   DO ■COO110E   00 l.iooocnE 00 

3.97?OOOF-03 l.nooaooE no •OOOOOOE   00 1.000020E 00 
4.1366Z0E-13 l.OOOOOOE   00 •ooonooE on l.OOOOOOE 00 
4.3U620E-O3 1.100000E   CO .OOCnCOE   00 l.OOOOOOE 00 
4.49764 0E-13 1.300000E   GO •nncccoE on l.OOOOOOE 00 
4.69S370E-03 l.OOOOOOE   00 .nonnooE oo I.OOOOOOF 00 
4.90?5>0E-"3 l.OOOOOOE   00 •OOOnOOE   00 l.OOOOOOE 00 
5.129010E-01 1.OOOOOOE   00 ■noonOOE   00 l.OOOCOCE no 
5.i6tS29E"-03 l.nODOOOE   00 • lOOIlOOE   SO l.OOOOCCE 00 

5.619 000F-03 l.OOOOOOE   DO •OOOOOOE   00 l.OOOOOOE 30 
5.BH7390E-03 "l.OOOOOOE  no •POOOOOE   00 l.ooouooC 00 

6.1726P0E-O3 I.OOOOOOE no •OOOOOOE   00 l.noooooe 00 

6.475940E---3 unoicooE no .«■OO-iOE  00 l.OOOOOOE oc 
6.79e3J0E-"3 l.OOOOOOE   DO .noooooE oo l.OOOOOOE 00 
7.141Ö00E-O3 l.nboöo'öE oo •OOOOOOE   00 1 .OOOOOOE 00 

lnv.scid Edge Quantities 

U0; tf, = 0 96389 

Wc/V= ■ 0. 09010 

v'r. = a •4BT4° 
Te/(V_2/m = 0.02201 

Vl ec-Streai:i Contluio-is 

M. - 7 40.   Re.  ,   = 3 0 * 10C 

V;all TtirForcture Rat.D 

Tw/T_ = 0 28570 
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TABLE III 
LAMINAR THREE-DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY-LAYER PROFILES AT 

0 = 90 DEG FOR 6V ■ 10 DEG AND a = 8 DEG 

_iit. u/U„ T/T„ 

l/x.'1. 
a 

4.42|820F-r6 
9.144820F-*«! 
1.4l90F0E-'i5 
l.JbC3CI>E-:ö 
2.-i34690E-»5 
3.l5n95 0E-'i'i 
3.61cn30F-n5 
4.M*.i)9nF-»5 
5.269560E-O5 

6.94] 7Ä0F-n5 
7.F67T20E-n5 
S.55?B?0F-l'i 
9.922910F--.5 
1.IS^?40C-14 

T7?Z£»20E-f4 
1.TJ59»60F-I4 

l.')00040r-''4 
l.fcS'8eoS-n4 
l.Fl?"0F.,,4 
1.98fc550E-l4 
Z.l '3M0F-14 
2.37?49oE-n4 
2.S>l?ViOc-ri4 
2.B19710c-ci4 
3.0«>7PfOE-n4 
3.134330E-O4 
3.47r.440E-n» 
3.02 7SSOF-"4 
4.?57100F-«4 
*.Mi'5»«E--4 
4.98»5pCF-'4 
S ._T_<* =_4r, of - n 4_ 

"l5.l'?*B4"0F-14 
0.?^«34I)F--» 
*.T*rS"l!F —• 
7.3I5240E--4 
7.»«?J40E-r» 
«.4tr,370E-j;4_ 
9,1" 1V3PÖF-'V 
9.74..710F--« 
].n4c;|40E-n3 

1.501140E--1 
l.^H?2icF--3 

1.4523^-13 
1.HS8S0F--.3 
1.» !4410F-' 3 
1.727S90F--1 
l."2l9/0F-f1 

2.11?S2"F-.J 
2. IU>-lfOF-'>1 
2.'U3SE0E-"1 
2.29C710E-. i 
e.WJTJjoe- .-j 
2.4»SHi'l)c-'i'> 
2.«»U6?0':-'3 
?.»>fll5?n--'-3 
?.'d:.4S0c-',3 
?.<>a?10nc_-'-3 
2.<J«74lnF-i'1 

-3:i9Ti2nr-'3 
j.?i3n»n=-i -> 
3.33e020c-'. 3 
3.4««110F-"3 
J.*Uln3(ir-f 3 
j^_TJ^«.4A0F-'■ 3 

4.rd=lf-PF-..T 
4.239740F-'3 
4.4«10nr-'3 
4.".2S5=nc-"j 
4.">3?22nF-'3 

" S;;"5d"llOF-"T 
S.MJnifir-r 3 
5.S»!9«nr--3 
■>."H610c-''3 
6.n*i-200E-'3 
6.3<«u710F--3 
"6.''n250F- 1 
7.">">?120c-'3 
7.42t4'!CF-"3 

?.ft«C(i00t"-03 
».«PCOOOE-nl 
o.c5r :00E-n3 

~1.17tco3FTir" 
l."i21(l01E-ri? 
I .Se7|)00E-O2 
7.27»-i00€-n2 
2.f>«->D00^-02 
3.I31000E-1? 
3.<>0(iÖÖ7JE-n2 
4.K'0O0OE-il2 
4.»i33'j00E-l)2 
s.?OO000E-O2 
S.HO4000E-n2 
».447nODE-f!2 

T7TTl00F=?r2~ 
7.rt62900E-n2 
P.fi4r,oouE-.-i2 
9.46^000F-02 
].iS^lOOE-nl 
i.lg'jjpnE-oi 
1.22?M>ifE-"nr" 
1.33M00E-01 
l.4»9»oOE-iil 
1 .^7nooE-p,i 
1. 700000F-OI 
1.^3 7 iOOE-01 

• .«■ntoofc-ci 
2.13-.I00E-M 
?. io4<ionE-ol 
p.-Hn^coE-ii 
»•**■/jOOE-'il 

^."ft-'OOE-ll 
3.S/=~P0ÖE-Ö1 

3.-3JkO''E-l] 
3.7>-2?O0E-nl 
4.H43700F-OI 
4.Jl"400F-nl 

~*.*iiH!COE-'i] 
• •'■lU^'IOCE-y] 
■i.?|7700£-nl 
S.63>.qoOE-il 
5."7I1CCE-I: 

4.;>0«i=c»E--il 
7J.S51 /"00F.-01 
f.«-95700E-l>l 
7.?3;^0!)E-ll 
7.^'4*0CPi:-,ll 
7.10(,-00E-nl 
*.?!<: iOOE-11 
P.^CS'-OOF.-n] 
F.77'-jn-i-Tl 
9.1??40j£-nl 
9..<JvjoOE-nl 
Q^^^oo^-ol 
9.'i!ll'-UC-"-''.l 
9.70'100s-11 
9."l>4 <O0E-nl 
9.-W"i100t--l 
o.^?1- 30CE-- I 
9.ai<> i00f-"l 
0.-J7S ioCF-01 
9.o9u5onE-oi 
o.«J<*!il00F-.Äl 
9.*JSJtonF-ni 
9,M94*-01E-OI 
Q.u9<4c;ouE-rl 
1.'innnaüE "C 
1.innuunr 00 
l.ddiiiiooE no 
t.nunnoot  00 
■ .nnnuonE nc 
1. lülfiuilE OC 
l.oorinuoE 00 
1 -nonif00E oa 
1 .'lunuuoc  i.C 
■ ■■«innDOE oc 
l.opooooc no 
l.nmoooE  00 
1 .OliOilOCF    "0 
l.niniODCE .-■: 
l.nnooonE no 
l.nooooOE  00 

I .i-AinooE-OZ 
?.'2ft-"O0E-0? 
'■• + 'I,,K"0? 
"4.72h -O^C-o? 
f(.«B«inooE-n2 
7.«3O'i00;-n? 
9.-S7',on--n? 
l.-i47T'ijo;-n) 
1 .?3HH'n;-oi 
".»I» -nllE-n 1 
H!imn;-ul 
l. = 11 (llOt-01 
?.~?4,-'nnE-oi 
?.P4»700E-01 
y.^'SMinE-iii 
2."7Ü".«fl If i-'ill 
?.3«7'nnE-Dl 
3.7/3100E-01 
3.^»>3'ionE-iil 
3.a«7-i(10E-01 
4.1 ^SMIOC-OI 

"i.=r»'.noE-6"l" 
4. J'-7i00E-n 
I.P'9 •0DE-C1 
^.«-07^nnE-01 

<i.'.ll = -riO£-r,l 
s«»,24|-nör.-c'. 
7-?rfc^not~o) 
7.*9H-.00E-01 
«.l^K rr-^i 
».n;9lr-.F-|il 
J.n72^coE-ol 
9.=3«UÖ0F-01 
l.^Cnl?3E OH 
l,r4h?3^r   nn 
1 »-m'fcic 00 
1 -I34S10E 00 
NW» 4 0;  00 
l.;|4.,4<-^ 00 
l.PSrihrt go 
1 .:>«?' 3t)E on 
] . iQ9| *ijr 00 
1 ■"■3li Wl 00 
1mi*73Src 00 
I .-»S7400E 0!) 
l,-»h'i^9nE 00 
1.317US3- no 
1.14-ijsi- on 
I. i3^s?nc on 
1 • ■>! 1 i»0c" 00 
1 .?a*/-jri= 00 
I.J^*--"0£ on 
1.722U0- no 
l.lHH'.f'Of 00 
1 .ils iin= ci" 
!.i?T7nr c- 
j .'Oa-i^BH on 
1 • -i»»'J^»'0E 00 
1 ■ Tfcu'.nn'" nn 
] .' 31 ■'•f.r ■>! 
|,1p"-l)C    (JO 
].->ll«»iU'   00 
j.no^'ii-nE C3 
l .'in? .4nE cc 
).i|l1^7i|r cc 
l.noo«*Hnf on 
l.oimif-of on 
I.no0f4rtr n-. 
1 .ino'iloj co 
l.'iUinniiE 00 
J.nnnooor nn 
].ylin 100c r- 
l.inni'noc CO 
l.nnnnnnr no 
I ■nnu,,nnE nn 
] ■•■niinilil- rn 
l.TOO'iililr f.-. 
1 . .-111111.111'- 00 
i.nnoi.'ioi 00 
l.noOiOi'E   l'i 
l.i'OOOOOl" ni 
1..1I10.IOOE   00 
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